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Abstract
Particle and solute transport by faunal activities may significantly influence rates and pathways of
organic matter mineralization during early diagenesis in surface sediments. One of the most
frequently utilized techniques to quantify benthic biological reworking activities involves the
calculation of a biodiffusion coefficient (Db) estimated from model predictions of 1-D tracer
distribution patterns. This technique is labor-intensive and time-demanding. Furthermore, it is
normally used for measurements over several days and averages overall transport mechanisms from
3-D to 1-D on a cm scale. In the frame of this work, we developed a new technique based on the
nondestructive screening of fluorescent particles (luminophores) using optical discrimination and
CCD camera detection of fluorescence (2-D). At a site characterized by a dense population of the
brittle star Amphiura filiformis and a high biodiffusion coefficient (obtained from 1-D distributions;
Db = 35.5F 3.7 cm
ÿ 2 yearÿ 1; n = 3), the optical reworking coefficient (ORC), estimated from the
2-D luminophore distribution patterns, was calculated (ORC= 27.4F 9.1 DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1; n = 24). A
nondestructive 2-D approach to quantify particle reworking may provide a powerful and
complementary tool to further understand particle transport by the benthic fauna in surface
sediments. The optical technique for 2-D detection of luminophores is relatively fast and easy to
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perform, with the ability to detect small scale (mm) particle movements on a time resolution of
minutes or less.
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1. Introduction
In bioturbated sediments, particles are subject to various uni- or omnidirectional
displacements due to reworking activities of benthic infauna (Rhoads, 1974; Aller,
1982; Berkenbusch and Ashley, 1999; Francß ois et al., 2001). Biologically mediated
transport of organic and inorganic particles across redox boundaries may considerably
affect rates and pathways of organic matter mineralization during early diagenesis in
surface sediments (Aller, 1994; Gilbert et al., 1996; Hulthe et al., 1998; Sun et al., 1999).
Due to the strong influence on sedimentary transformation reactions and transport
processes, sediment reworking is a key component in the understanding of overall
sediment biogeochemistry, and quantification of biologically induced particle transport
is a vital parameter for large- and small-scale diagenetic models (Soetaert et al., 1996;
Boudreau, 1997).
Generally, biological particle reworking is evaluated by diffusion models (Berner,
1980) and quantified by the associated biodiffusion coefficient (Db) predicted from the
model. This coefficient of sediment reworking is normally verified by experimental
manipulations such as additions of fluorescent particles (Ge´rino et al., 1998), or direct
quantification of the vertical distribution patterns of more or less conservative tracer
elements, e.g. 210Pb, 234Thorium, Chl. a (e.g., Ge´rino et al., 1998; Berg et al., 2001). From
a natural 3-D displacement of luminescent particles or particle adsorbed tracers in the
sediment, the distribution of tracer is projected in horizontal layers with a resulting 1-D
repartition. Generally, the sediment has been sectioned in cm-thick layers and the
experiment lasts at least a few days.
Recent developments of planar optodes (or plate fluorosensors) have allowed direct
quantification of 2-D solute distributions of O2 and pH (Glud et al., 1996, 2001; Hulth et
al., 2002). Main principles of these optical plate sensors is to screen an illuminated
fluorescent solute specific sensor foil in direct contact with the sediment for high spatial
(50–100 Am) and temporal (less than minute) resolution 2-D imaging of solute distribu-
tions patterns. Intensity of fluorescence is directly related to solute concentration.
The overall objective of this study was to develop a fast, nondestructive technique
for direct determination of 2-D sediment reworking rates with high temporal and
spatial resolution. To fulfill these requirements, we made use of a similar optical setup
as for the 2-D pH sensor (Hulth et al., 2002). Quantification of sediment reworking
rates with this novel optical approach was applied at a site characterized by intense
reworking activity mainly caused by a high density population of Amphiura filiformis
(up to more than 3500 ind. mÿ 2; Rosenberg, 1995). This brittle star switches between
suspension and deposit feeding depending on hydrodynamic conditions in the bottom
water and organic matter availability (Buchanan, 1964), and uses its arms in the
sediment to adjust its position and to direct its movement (Rosenberg et al., 1997). A.
filiformis is known to be a highly active sediment reworker (Rosenberg et al., 1997),
as recently confirmed also by time-lapse sediment profile imagery (Solan and
Kennedy, 2002).
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Sites and sediment sampling
Stations in the Gullmars Fjord and the Skagerrak area were visited in August 1999 and
May 2001 (Fig. 1; Table 1). In 1999, sediment cores (i.d. 10 cm, 30 cm height) were
sampled at each of the five stations (S1–S5) using a multiple corer (Barnett et al., 1984).
During the 2001 cruise, only the Deep Trench station in the Skagerrak was studied (S5;
Table 1). Sediment subsamples were taken from an Olausson box corer (50 50 cm) using
transparent Plexiglas rectangular cores (4 cm side, 30 cm height).
2.2. Sediment reworking
In 1999, the sediment cores were incubated at in situ temperature under a water flow
system allowing three complete turnovers of water each day in each core. In order to
quantify the sediment reworking activity in the sediments, the overlying water was
removed and fluorescent luminophores (4 g; 80–150 Am diameter) were deposited at
the sediment surface (Ge´rino, 1990). Then, the water flow system was reactivated. After 9
days of incubation, the sediment cores were sectioned and each layer (1 cm thick) was
sieved through a 250-Am mesh to separate macrofauna (preserved in 4% buffered
formaldehyde for individual identification) and particles. Sediments were then dried and
homogenized. Sediment subsamples were taken for luminophore counting under UV light
(Mahaut and Graf, 1987).
The diffusive-like transport of luminophores demonstrated by the tracer repartition
profiles in the different sediments allowed us to describe mathematically this bio-mediated
transport process as a diffusive one. Then, for each core, a biodiffusion coefficient (Db)
was calculated using the Cochran model (1985).
In 2001, the sediment cores were incubated at in situ temperature under a water flow
system. Fluorescent luminophores (2 g; 80–150 Am diameter) were deposited at the
sediment surface. Cores were then precisely positioned at various time intervals in front
of the optical system and pictures of core faces were taken. The optical system used in
this study was based on the system already used by Hulth et al. (2002) for 2-D
quantification of pH. Excitation light (300 W Xe UV/VIS arc lamp; band pass 510 nm
excitation filter) was transferred to the sample by a liquid light guide. Light emitted by the
luminophores was collected, via an emission Hi Pass 460 nm filter (absorbs every
wavelength up to 460 nm), by an 8-bit COHU 4910 integrating monochrome CCD
camera (chip resolution 753 582 pixels). The theoretical individual pixel resolution for
Fig. 1. Map showing the stations visited during the August 1999 and May 2001 (only S5) cruises.
the COHU camera as set up was 8.5 8.5 Am. NIKON standard single-lens reflex (SLR)
lenses were used to optimize spatial resolution and size of the image. Effective image
resolution was 75 75 Am at the distance employed between core and camera (20–40
cm). The data acquisition software InCytIm2y was controlled by a Windows-based
PII-400 MHz computer.
Images obtained with InCytIm2y software were thresholded and binarized in order to
get ‘‘luminophore pixels’’ coded with 1 and ‘‘sediment pixels’’ coded with 0. Each image
was thus associated to a matrix of 0 and 1. The temporal evolution between two images
(e.g. M1 and M2) was then globally quantified by the difference of the matrices
corresponding to the different times. This process led to a new matrix (called M) of 0,
1 and ÿ 1 values containing a global information of the movement of luminophores with
time (Fig. 2). The value 0 was related to the pixels that did not change. The value 1 was
related to the pixels that moved from ‘‘sediment’’ to ‘‘luminophore’’ state, and inversely
for the value ÿ 1.
A reworking coefficient was then constructed to summarize the total reworking
information contained in the matrix M (Fig. 2). The sum of all the numbers in the M
matrix quantifies the total variation of amount of luminophores. A positive result means
that the number of values equal to 1 is larger than the number of values equal to ÿ 1. As
the sum was image size dependent, we proceeded then as follows:
– for a fixed number k, all the cells of size k k pixels contained in the image were
considered,
– a matrix was associated to each cell in the same way as for the complete image,
– the sum of the numbers in each matrix and the mean of these sums were calculated,
– k was varied from 1 to the total image size.
For each k, a number which represented the mean variation of amount of luminophores
in cells of size k was obtained (unit: DQ cmÿ 1). This number increases linearly with
respect to k. The slope, given by a linear regression, that quantifies the reworking is size-
independent. In order to get a rate of reworking quantifying the mean movement of
luminophores per surface unit and time (DQ cmÿ 2 tÿ 1), the slope was divided by the time
Table 1
Sediment reworking parameters, biodiffusion coefficient (Db) and burying depth, measured during the 1999
cruise with the ‘‘classical luminophore method’’
Station Sediment reworking
Name Location Water depth (m) Db (cm
2 yearÿ 1) Burying depth (cm)
S1 The Gullmars Fjord 75 16.0F 0.1 6.5F 0.5
S2 The Gullmars Fjord 95 13.9F 0.1 4.5F 0.5
S3 The Gullmars Fjord 118 12.2F 0.8 5.0F 0
S4 Skagerrak, the Norwegian Trench 680 5.4F 0.6 3.0F 0
S5 Skagerrak, the Deep Trench 95 35.5F 3.7 6.7F 0.5
interval corresponding to the initial and the final images. This rate was named ORC, for
optical reworking coefficient (Fig. 2).
3. Results
Quantification of sediment reworking activities by model predictions on 1-D lumino-
phore distribution patterns revealed comparable biodiffusion coefficients (average Db: 14
cmÿ 2 yearÿ 1) and sediment depth of maximum particle burial (averaging 5.3 cm) for the
Fig. 2. Two-dimensional optical luminophore method. Schematic diagram based on a simple theoretical 3 3
matrix illustrating the calculation of the rate of reworking (named ORC, for optical reworking coefficient)
corresponding to the mean movement of luminophores per surface unit and time (unit: DQ cmÿ 2 tÿ 1).
Gullmars Fjord stations (S1–S3; Table 1). The two Skagerrak stations (S4 and S5) were
distinctly different from the Gullmars Fjord stations, and individually separated. Sediment
reworking at the Norwegian Trench station (S4) was the lowest measured (Db = 5.4F 0.6
cmÿ 2 yearÿ 1; n = 3), while calculated coefficient of biodiffusion was the highest measured
Fig. 3. A. filiformis (S5) and two-dimensional optical luminophore method. Sequence of images (i.e. A to F)
showing the 2-D distribution of luminophores (visualized in white color) in the sediments with time. The time
increment of each picture, since picture A, is indicated below the images. Scale bars = 1 cm. To improve image
visualization, binary but not grayscale images are presented.
(Db = 35.5F 3.7 cm
ÿ 2 yearÿ 1; n = 3) at the Deep Trench (S5). At the latter station,
fluorescent particles were found down to about 7 cm (6.7F 3.7), while at S4 transport of
particles was not significant below a sediment depth of 3 cm (Table 1).
Different sets of images were obtained with the optical system. As presented in Fig. 3,
images sequences clearly showed rapid nonlocal transport of fluorescent particles initially
deposited at the sediment surface.
Fig. 4 presents six examples, among the total set of 24, of optical reworking coefficients
and associated regression coefficient (R2) calculated from Skagerrak Deep Trench station
(S5) sediments. Values ranged from 13.95 to 44.53 DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1 with a mean (F S.D.;
n = 24) value of 27.42 (F 9.01) DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1. Associated regression coefficients were
never less than 0.95.
Closer study of the images taken from the four faces of two cores showed that the
calculated ORC was variable between the core faces, e.g. being up to 2.5 times higher
in one face compared to another (core A; Table 2). However, the mean ORC calculated
from results of the four faces of each core were almost similar: 26.85F 10.45 DQ
Fig. 4. A. filiformis (S5) and two-dimensional optical luminophore method. Six examples of calculation of the
optical reworking coefficient (ORC; unit: DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1) and associated regression coefficient (R2).
cmÿ 2 hÿ 1 (F S.D.; n = 4) and 22.63 (F 6.82) DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1 for core A and B,
respectively.
A long-term image sequence was performed from one face of the third core.
Resulting optical reworking coefficients (ORC) were calculated either ‘‘from start’’,
using the first image of the sequence as reference (Dt between image i and first
image), or ‘‘step-by-step’’, using two consecutive images (Dt between image i+ 1 and
image i). The ‘‘from start’’ calculation showed a stable ORC (f 27 DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1)
with time, excepted a slight decrease down to f 14.87 DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1 after 38.45 h of
incubation (Fig. 5). On the other hand, the ‘‘step-by-step’’ calculation demonstrated
only a general tendency of the ORC to be relatively more spread with time (from
23.04 to 28.11 DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1).
Table 2
A. filiformis (S5) and two-dimensional optical luminophore method
Core A Core B
ORC R2 ORC R2
Face 1 17.93 0.997 Face 1 24.48 0.995
Face 2 44.53 0.993 Face 2 19.59 0.998
Face 3 24.18 0.997 Face 3 13.95 0.988
Face 4 20.75 0.95 Face 4 32.53 0.998
MeanF S.D. 26.85F 10.45 MeanF S.D. 22.63F 6.82
Optical reworking coefficients (ORC) and associated regression coefficient (R2) calculated with two images (Dt:
from 8 to 12 h), for each face of two cores. For the method of ORC calculation, see text.
Fig. 5. A. filiformis (S5) and two-dimensional optical luminophore method. Optical reworking coefficient (ORC)
vs. time, calculation either ‘‘from start’’, using the first image (t = 0) of the sequence as reference (Dt between
image i and first image; solid symbols), or ‘‘step-by-step’’, using two consecutive images (Dt between image i + 1
and image i; open symbols). For the method of ORC calculation, see text.
4. Discussion
The calculation of biodiffusion coefficient (Db) using the ‘‘classical’’ method allowed
us to confirm the very high impact on sediment reworking of the dominant dense A.
filiformis population (Table 3) from a specific station of southeastern Deep Trench of
Skagerrak (S5).
The images provided by the optical system have made possible visualization of particle
displacements inside the sedimentary column due to the activities of this population. It was
anticipated based on results from the classical luminophore method (see above) that
bioturbation by this species was of the biodiffusor functional type (Francßois et al., 2001).
Instead, it appeared that particles were displaced in a nonlocal mixing pattern sensu
Boudreau (1986), i.e. material is transported between points that are not adjacent to each
other. Nevertheless, a general trend leading to a homogenization inside the sedimentary
column with time was suspected. Indeed, this homogenization pattern is a common trend
with time whatever the particular mode of sediment mixing, as illustrated by other specific
models (not based on Berner’s equation; e.g. Boudreau et al., 2001). Those localized
movements could be easily linked to the construction of disc chambers and maintenance of
burrows by the organisms, as very recently visualized and quantified by Solan and
Kennedy (2002).
Our goal was not only to get some images of the 2-D repartition of luminophores in the
sediments but also to use this information to quantify sediment reworking by infaunal
activities. By analogy with the ‘‘classical’’ luminophore method, the calculated amount of
tracer was projected in horizontal layers to get a 1-D repartition. Using the obtained
profiles that were of diffusive-like shape, biodiffusion coefficients (Db) were calculated
using the Cochran model (1985). However, extremely high Db were then obtained, e.g.
274 cmÿ 2 yearÿ 1 (data not shown). This was explained by (i) the reduced information
contained in the 2-D compared to the 3-D sampling (classical method), and (ii) initial
conditions were not appropriate for the Cochran model, i.e. at the start of experiment, t= 0,
all the tracers have to be homogeneously located at the sediment surface (C(0;0) =C0;
C(z;0) = 0; z: depth).
Obviously, while looking at our images, these requested initial conditions were not
fulfilled even when using a 1-cm-thick layer virtual slicing for calculation (e.g. as shown
in Fig. 3).
Table 3
Station S5 abundance per m2 of the dominant species in the sediments sampled in August 1999 (meanF S.D.,
n = 3)
Species ind. mÿ 2
Amphiura filiformis 2030F 410
Heteromastus filiformis 210F 12
Abra nitida 121F 53
Maldane sarsi 92F 75
Myriochele oculata 20F 15
In May 2001, 4.3F 0.5 (2708F 295 ind. mÿ 2) A. filiformis individuals were present in the studied cores.
Then, in order to use our precise two-dimensional data, we developed a new particle
reworking quantification (ORC, optical reworking coefficient; DQ cmÿ 2 hÿ 1) expressing
the total variation of luminophores per surface and time units.
When taking into account the four faces of the rectangular sampling cores, the new 2-D
optical method and calculation of the ORC allowed us to efficiently compare the sediment
reworking occurring in different samples from the same location. Moreover, no specific
initial conditions have to be satisfied in order to calculate the ORC, the coefficient being
independent of both the tracer repartition (with potential limitation limit, cf. below) and the
size of the quantification cells used (as a slope of a linear relationships). Furthermore, the
ORC coefficient appears to be very flexible in use being independent of the time interval
between the images. This, however, may have some limitation due to the actual
experimental setup that we used (small surface cores), which may have induced a change
in the organism behavior inside the sediments after a certain period of incubation. Also,
the homogenization of the luminophores repartition with time could reduce the visual-
ization of the reworking process while increasing the quantity of undetected events, i.e. the
more homogeneous is the luminophore repartition, the more frequent is the occurrence of
an exchange between two fluorescent tracers.
Since the 2-D approach cannot provide biodiffusion coefficients, it cannot replace the
1-D approach, but should rather be regarded as a supplementary technique to study the
sediment bio-reworking. The classical method, which is destructive, quantifies (Db) the
global movements of particles inside the sedimentary column but cannot be used for small
time and spatial scale measurements. On the other hand, the new optical nondestructive
technique allows the quantification of the 2-D particle displacements (ORC) based on high
spatial and temporal resolutions. Such high resolution is required to precisely study
infauna behavioral ecology as it has been done here with an A. filiformis population.
Moreover, contrary to the biodiffusion coefficient, the ORC is not related to a specific type
of particle movements. Physically, it corresponds to a quantity of particle displaced per
surface unit and per time unit. In the frame of bioturbation studies, it can be then useful to
compare sediment reworking between locations whatever the bioturbating organisms
(functional groups) or communities involved, whereas Db can be only estimated from
diffusive-like particle transport.
The next step in the development of this new method will be to test it on several other
types of sediments with other monospecific faunal communities (functional groups) and
then to more complex multispecific communities. Based on such studies, the linkage
between the 1-D (Db) and the 2-D (ORC) methods should be, if it exists, established.
Moreover, this 2-D optical quantification of sediment reworking is very promising while
able to provide a important basis information about the bioturbation process when
combined with the recently developments of solute 2-D distribution quantification.
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